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The small size and translucency of larval zebrafish (Danio rerio) have made it a unique
experimental system to investigate whole-brain neural circuit structure and function. Still,
the connectivity patterns between most neuronal types remain mostly unknown. This
gap in knowledge underscores the critical need for effective neural circuit mapping tools,
especially ones that can integrate structural and functional analyses. To address this, we
previously developed a vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) based approach called Tracer
with Restricted Anterograde Spread (TRAS). TRAS utilizes lentivirus to complement
replication-incompetent VSV (VSV∆G) to allow restricted (monosynaptic) anterograde
labeling from projection neurons to their target cells in the brain. Here, we report
the second generation of TRAS (TRAS-M51R), which utilizes a mutant variant of
VSV∆G [VSV(M51R)∆G] with reduced cytotoxicity. Within the primary visual pathway,
we found that TRAS-M51R significantly improved long-term viability of transsynaptic
labeling (compared to TRAS) while maintaining anterograde spread activity. By using
Cre-expressing VSV(M51R)∆G, TRAS-M51R could selectively label excitatory (vglut2a
positive) and inhibitory (gad1b positive) retinorecipient neurons. We further show
that these labeled excitatory and inhibitory retinorecipient neurons retained neuronal
excitability upon visual stimulation at 5–8 days post fertilization (2–5 days post-infection).
Together, these findings show that TRAS-M51R is suitable for neural circuit studies that
integrate structural connectivity, cell-type identity, and neurophysiology.

Keywords: transsynaptic, zebrafish, VSV (vesicular stomatitis virus), TRAS-M51R, brain mapping, viral tracing

INTRODUCTION

Deciphering the connectivity patterns of neurons within the brain, both structural and
functional, is necessary to fully understand how the brain functions. Many neural circuit
mapping approaches have been developed, including those that utilize viral vectors as the
transsynaptic label. In particular, rabies virus, adeno-associated virus (AAV), and pseudorabies
virus have been widely used in mammalian species for both anterograde (labeling postsynaptic
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outputs) and retrograde (labeling presynaptic inputs) neural
circuit tracing. However, the use of viral vectors in zebrafish, an
increasingly important model for neuroscience, has been much
more limited, as many of the common viral vectors have either
no infectivity (AAV) or reduced ability to spread (rabies) when
applied to zebrafish (Zhu et al., 2009; Dohaku et al., 2019).

To address this limitation, we explored the use of vesicular
stomatitis virus (VSV), which has been successfully used as
polysynaptic and monosynaptic transneuronal tracers in mice
(Beier et al., 2013a,b). Expanding from mice, we found that
VSV can be used for polysynaptic anterograde or retrograde
polysynaptic transsynaptic tracing in zebrafish (Mundell et al.,
2015; Beier et al., 2016). However, the unrestricted spread of
replication-competent VSV makes it difficult to disambiguate
between monosynaptic and polysynaptic connections.

Recently, we developed Tracer with Restricted Anterograde
Spread (TRAS) to address these limitations (Ma et al., 2020).
Instead of replication-competent VSV, TRAS utilizes VSV∆G,
which lacks the glycoprotein (G) gene and cannot spread on its
own. We then complemented VSV∆G by providing external G-
protein, in the form replication-incompetent lentivirus coated
with VSV glycoprotein. By coinjection of VSV∆G and lentivirus,
VSV∆G was able to spread to the direct synaptic partners of
the initially infected neurons (starter cells). VSV∆G cannot
spread further, as there is no longer lentivirus in the vicinity
to facilitate spread. Using TRAS, we mapped and characterized
the central target neurons of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs)
and identified connectivity changes caused by genetic lesion of
dscaml1, a neuronal cell adhesion molecule linked to human
neuropsychiatric disorders (Iossifov et al., 2014; Karaca et al.,
2015; Ma et al., 2020; Figure 1A).

To improve TRAS, we focused on reducing VSV’s significant
neuropathic effects, which is one of the main limitations of TRAS
and VSV-based neural circuit tracing approaches. VSV infection
induces changes in the host cell’s physiology that favor the
amplification of viral particles and inhibits the host cell’s antiviral
responses. The inhibition of host-directed gene expression causes
part of the cytopathic effects of VSV. This is achieved through
blocking host cell translation, transcription, and nuclear export
of mRNA (Ahmed and Lyles, 1998; Connor and Lyles, 2002). The
VSV matrix (M) protein plays a significant role in these effects
on host gene expression, which are separate from the M protein’s
structural roles in the assembly and budding of nascent virions.
As such, mutant variants of the M protein may potentially be
utilized to develop VSV vectors that are less cytopathic but
can still propagate sufficiently robustly to enable transneuronal
spread.

The VSV tsO82 mutant was first identified as a temperature-
sensitive mutant that can amplify in chick embryo fibroblasts
only under permissive temperatures (Flamand, 1970). Molecular
genetic studies then identified the causative mutation as a
single methionine to arginine amino acid change at position 51
(M51R) of the VSV matrix (M) protein (Coulon et al., 1990).
The M51R variant is fully functional in viral assembly, but is
unable to inhibit host-direction mRNA synthesis (Kaptur et al.,
1995), has reduced ability to inhibit translation (Connor and
Lyles, 2002), and has reduced pathological nuclear export of

FIGURE 1 | Comparison of VSV∆G and VSV(M51R)∆G for TRAS labeling.
(A) Schematic of TRAS labeling. G-deleted VSV (VSV∆G) and VSV-G
pseudotyped lentivirus were co-injected into the temporal retina. This results
in VSV infection and reporter gene expression in the RGCs in the retina and
subsequent transsynaptic spread to retinorecipient cells in the contralateral
brain (green circles). The red boxed area is shown in panels (B,C). OT: optic
tectum. AF10: RGC arborization field (AF) 10. (B) TRAS labeling with
wild-type VSV∆G-GFP. The same animals were imaged at 2 and 6 days
post-infection (dpi) [5 and 9 days post fertilization (dpf)], as indicated. Dorsal
views are shown in the top row, and lateral views

(Continued)
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FIGURE 1 | Continued
are shown in the bottom row. The number of VSV∆G infected cells (green cell
bodies) was significantly diminished between 2 and 6 dpi. Labeling of RGC
arbors within the optic tectum (fibers within the dashed outline) was also
significantly reduced. (C) TRAS-M51R labeling with VSV(M51R)∆G-GFP. The
same animals were imaged at 2 and 6 dpi and shown in dorsal and lateral
views, as indicated. The number of infected cells and the labeling of RGC
arbors were similar between 2 and 6 dpi. (D,E) Estimation plots for changes
in retinorecipient cell number between 2 and 6 dpi for TRAS and
TRAS-M51R. The left part of the graph side shows the cell number for each
fish at 2 and 6 dpi. Dashed lines indicate the means of each time point. The
right side of the graph shows the effect size (mean of differences between
2 and 6 dpi). Error bars show the mean and 95% confidence interval (CI). The
CI in (D) and (E) do not overlap with 0, indicating a significant decrease in cell
number. p values from the two-tailed paired t-test are shown on graphs.
Scale bars are 100 µm.

hnRNPs (Pettit Kneller et al., 2009). These reduced cytopathic
effects allow tsO82 to infect cultured cells chronically while
minimizing cytotoxicity. In the context of neural circuit tracing,
VSV∆G harboring the M51R mutation [VSV(M51R)∆G] has
been shown to spread transsynaptically in cultured mouse
neurons while preserving the host cell’s ability to respond
to synaptic activity (Beier et al., 2011). However, whether
VSV(M51R) ∆G can be used as a neural circuit tracer in vivo
remains undetermined.

In this study, we validated that VSV(M51R)∆G can be
used as an in vivo neural circuit tracer in larval zebrafish.
Compared to the previous TRAS approach, TRAS with
VSV(M51R)∆G resulted in significant reductions in neuronal
cytotoxicity while retaining robust spread from primary infected
neurons (RGCs) to their monosynaptic targets. We name
this new method TRAS-M51R. Furthermore, we incorporated
the Cre-Lox combinatory gene expression system into TRAS-
M51R, which enabled selective labeling of retinorecipient
neuronal subtypes. Using the cell-type-specific expression of
a genetically encoded calcium indicator, GCaMP6s, we show
that retinorecipient neurons are viable post-infection for
multiple days, and visual stimuli can evoke neuronal activity
in retinorecipient neurons. Together, we demonstrate that this
improved TRAS-M51R method is a robust technique to uncover
novel structural and functional connectivity patterns in the
vertebrate nervous system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Zebrafish Husbandry
Zebrafish (all ages) were raised under a 14/10 light/dark
cycle at 28.5◦C. Developmental stages are as described by
Kimmel et al. (1995). Embryos and larvae were raised in
water containing 0.1% Methylene Blue hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich).
Embryos were transferred to E3 buffer containing 0.003% 1-
phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU; 207250250; Fisher Scientific) to prevent
pigment formation at 24 h post-fertilization. For animals used
for calcium imaging, animals were transferred back to media
without PTU after virus injection [3 days post fertilization (dpf)].
Sex was not a relevant variable for this study, as laboratory
zebrafish remain sexually undifferentiated in the stages being

used (0–8 dpf; Maack and Segner, 2003; Wilson et al., 2014).
All procedures were performed in accordance with Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines at Virginia Tech.

Transgenic and Mutant Zebrafish Lines
The vglut2a:LoxP-RFP-LoxP-GFP [TgBAC(slc17a6b:LoxP-DsRed
-LoxP-GFP)nns14], gad1b:LoxP-RFP-LoxP-GFP [TgBAC(gad1b:
LoxP-RFP-LoxP-GFP)nns26], and vglut2a:LoxP-RFP-LoxP-Gal4
[TgBAC(slc17ab:LOXP-mCherry-LOXP-GAL4FF)nns21] lines
were provided by Dr. Shin-ichi Higashijima at the National
Institute for Basic Biology (Koyama et al., 2011; Satou et al.,
2013). The UAS:GCaMP6s [Tg(5xUAS-hsp70l:GCaMP6s] line
was provided by Dr. Koichi Kawakami at the National Institute
of Genetics (Muto et al., 2017). The gad1b:LoxP-RFP-LoxP-
Gal4 line was generated using the CRISPR-mediated knock-in
method, as described by Kimura et al. (2014). The sgRNA for the
gad1b locus is TGGAACTGCTCACCAGAAGG. Animals used
for calcium imaging were in homozygous nacre (mitfa) mutant
background (Lister et al., 1999).

Virus Preparation
The pVSV(M51R)∆G-GFP plasmid encoding the viral
anti-genome was generously provided by Dr. Connie Cepko
(Harvard Medical School/HHMI). To generate VSV(M51R)∆G-
Cre, the pVSV(M51R)∆G-GFP plasmid was modified by
replacing the GFP reporter gene with Cre-V5-mKate2.
pVSV(M51R)∆G-GFP and pVSV(M51R)∆G-Cre plasmids
were used to rescue virions in vitro, using a protocol modified
from Witko et al. (2006). In brief, the plasmid encoding the
VSV anti-genome was co-transfected with plasmids encoding
VSV genes (pCMV-N, pCMV-P, pCMV-M, pCMV-G, and
pCMV-L) and T7 RNA polymerase (pCMV-T7) into 293T cells
in 6-well plates, using Lipofectamine 2,000 (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). The plasmids encoding VSV genes and T7 RNA
polymerase were gifted by Dr. Chris Parks (International AIDS
Vaccine Initiative). The amount of plasmid used per well is
shown in Supplementary Table 1. Following transfection,
cells were heat-shocked at 43◦C for 3 h and then incubated
at 33◦C for 4 days until GFP [for VSV(M51R)∆G-GFP] or
mKate2 [for VSV(M51R)∆G-Cre]-positive foci appeared. The
culture medium was collected for subsequent amplification
and purification. We did not observe any mKate2 fluorescence
after VSV(M51R)∆G-Cre infection in vivo, despite robust Cre
activity.

The rescued virus was further amplified on 293T cells
transfected with pCI-VSVG (Addgene) plasmid and incubated
at 32◦C for 2 days. The medium was collected, and VSV
was purified using ultracentrifugation as previously described
(Ma et al., 2020). Typical viral titer was higher than 1 × 109

focus forming units/ml (ffu/ml). Lentivirus stocks (lentivirus-
SIN-CMV-eGFP or lentivirus-SIN-Ubi-iCre-mCherry) were
purchased from the GT3 Core Facility of the Salk Institute.
The titer range for lentivirus stock was 1011 to 1012 ffu/ml.
All procedures for handling and preparation of viral vectors
were approved by the Virginia Tech Institutional Biosafety
Committee.
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Virus Injection
Viral injections were performed as previously described (Beier
et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2020). Briefly, VSV and lentivirus stock
was diluted to final working concentrations (described in the
"Results" section) with DMEM (11995073; Fisher Scientific),
with Fast Green dye (BP123-10; Fisher Scientific) as the
injection marker. Glass capillaries (TW100F-4; World Precision
Instruments) were pulled into injection needles with a pipette
puller (P-97; Sutter Instruments), and the tips were trimmed to
create a∼10µmopening. The injection needle wasmounted into
a microelectrode holder connected to a pneumatic PicoPump
(World Precision Instruments). For retina injection, 3 dpf larvae
were anesthetized in Tricaine (0.013% w/v, AC118000500; Fisher
Scientific) and mounted laterally inside the center chamber of
a glass-bottom dish (P50G-1.5-14-F; MatTek) with 1.5% low
melting-point agarose (BP1360; Fisher Scientific). 0.5 nl of virus
solution was injected inside the temporal retina.

Image Acquisition and Analysis
Images were acquired using a Nikon A1 confocal system with
a CFI75 Apochromat LWD 25× water immersion objective.
All images were acquired from live zebrafish larvae embedded
in low-melting-point agarose, either anesthetized with Tricaine
or un-anesthetized (for calcium imaging). Anesthetized animals
were immobilized in low-melting-point agarose in glass-bottom
dishes, with the dorsal side down (against the glass bottom).
The dishes were then flipped over (dorsal side up) for imaging.
Un-anesthetized animals were immobilized in low-melting-point
agarose, dorsal side up, in Petri dishes containing medium, with
agarose surrounding the eyes removed. Cell counting was done
using the Cell Counter plugin (Plugins > Analyze > Cell Counter)
in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). Statistical analyses were done
using the Prism 9 software (GraphPad). Spectral overlap between
RFP and GFP channels in vglut2a:LRL-GFP and gad1b:LRL-GFP
images were linearly unmixed in Fiji, using non-injected fish as
references (Roossien and Cai, 2017).

Visual Stimulation and Calcium Imaging
All visual stimulation during calcium imaging was controlled
by Matlab (MathWorks) and Psychophysics Toolbox Version
3 (PTB-3). Some of the codes were modified via codes from
http://www.peterscarfe.com/ptbtutorials.html, and projected
through an LED projector (P3B 800-lumens ultra-short-throw;
ASUS) onto a curved white arena. Projector display and laser
onset are simultaneous. The first 60 (30 frames) are used as
visual adaptation and not used for the analysis. The average
calcium signal of the ‘‘Blank’’ period, which duration varies due
to visual stimulus type, is used as the baseline average (F0), Ft
starts after the adaptation period.

Confocal images were acquired at 512 × 512, 0.5 Hz,
305–320 frames. Structural images were acquired at 512 × 512,
2 µm z-step. Visual stimuli animals were presented with based
on the area identifiable anatomically to detect functionality; some
animals were presented withmoving gratings, light flash, or both.
Using the structural scans of each fish (5–6 dpf), the anatomical
locations are then referenced to the ZBrain 3D brain atlas for
identification and confirmation (Randlett et al., 2015). ROI

marking and extraction of neuron fluctuations were achieved
using Fiji Plot z-axis profile function (Image > Stacks > Plot
z-axis profile). No noise filter was applied to measurements of
calcium activities [(Ft−F0)/F0].

RESULTS

The M51R Variant of VSV∆G Exhibits
Anterograde Transneuronal Spread and
Reduced Cytotoxicity In vivo
The M protein of VSV is one of the principal contributors
of cytotoxicity, causing cell rounding and inhibiting host
cell-directed mRNA and protein synthesis. Engineered VSV
harboring the methionine to arginine mutation in the M protein
(M51R) has reduced inhibition of host-directed transcription
and translation and may help preserve neuronal vitality during
neural circuit mapping analyses. To test this, we first examined
whether VSV(M51R)∆G can be used in place of VSV∆G (with
wild-type M gene) for TRAS-mediated monosynaptic labeling.
We will refer to this new generation of VSV(M51R)∆G-based
TRAS as TRAS-M51R.

For TRAS-M51R, we co-injected GFP-expressing
VSV(M51R)∆G with VSV-G coated (pseudotyped) lentivirus
into the zebrafish retina at 3 dpf. This resulted in robust
labeling of retinorecipient cells along the optic tract at 2 days
post-infection (dpi). TRAS with wild-type VSV∆G-GFP and
lentivirus at the same titers resulted in similar labeling patterns
(Figures 1B,C). One notable difference between TRAS and
TRAS-M51R was in the RGC terminals in the optic tectum
neuropil (arborization field 10, AF10; Burrill and Easter, 1994),
where labeling is more robust in TRAS-M51R labeled animals.
When the same animals were imaged at 6 dpi, the difference
in optic tract labeling became more pronounced, and the RGC
terminal arbors in AF10 was mostly absent in TRAS-labeled
animals (Figures 1B,C). This result indicated that TRAS-M51R
is less toxic to the RGCs. The preservation of retinal inputs with
TRAS-M51R likely preserves the visual responsiveness of the
targeted retinorecipient cells. We will explore this possibility in
later sections.

To compared the cytotoxicity of TRAS and TRAS-M51R, we
quantified the extent of cell loss within each animal between
2 and 6 dpi (Figures 1D,E). In the TRAS group, there was a
substantial decrease in retinorecipient cell number (two-tailed
paired t-test, p = 0.0041, mean difference = −12.60 ± 3.30 cells,
n = 10 animals). In the TRAS-M51R group, there was
also a significant reduction in cell number, but to a much
smaller extent (two-tailed paired t test, p = 0.0298, mean
difference = −1.90 ± 0.73 cells, n = 10 animals). These results
show that the TRAS-M51R causes less cytotoxicity to starter cells
(RGCs) and target (retinorecipient) cells.

Cre-Dependent Labeling of Specific
Retinorecipient Neuron Subtypes
In our previous study, we found that TRAS labeled three
distinct populations of retinorecipient cells: excitatory neurons,
inhibitory neurons, and a large population (50–60% of all
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FIGURE 2 | Cre-dependent TRAS-M51R labeling of specific retinorecipient neuron subtypes. (A–A”) Representative image of a 2 dpi (5 dpf) live vglut2a:LRL-GFP
larvae injected with VSV(M51R)∆G-Cre. Boxed area in (A) is shown in higher magnification in (A’; both show maximum z-projection). Panel (A”) shows a single
optical section in the box area in (A), at the level of AF9. GFP expression was seen in the injected eye (arrowhead in A), retinorecipient cells (round green cells), and
the AFs (AF9 and AF10 shown in A”). (B–B”) Representative image of a 2 dpi (5 dpf) live gad1b:LRL-GFP larvae injected with VSV(M51R)∆G-Cre. Boxed area in (B)
is shown in higher magnification in (B’) (both show maximum z-projection). Panel (B”) shows a single optical section in the box area in (B), at the level of AF9. GFP
expression was seen in the injected eye (arrowhead in B) and retinorecipient cells. No AF labeling was seen. Green fluorescence in the uninjected eye was from the
autofluorescence of retinal pigment epithelial cells. Scale bars are 100 µm.

TRAS-labeled cells) of putative non-neuronal cells (negative for
the pan-neuronal transgene, elavl3:GCaMP6f ; Ma et al., 2020).
These three cell groups are distinguishable using a combination
of transgenic labeling (elavl3:GCaMP6f transgene to label
neurons) and immunohistochemistry (anti-GABA to label
inhibitory cells). However, to further understand the structural
and functional properties of neural circuits, it is imperative to
restrict labeling to neurons, and ideally, to specific neuronal
cell types. As VSV has its own transcriptional machinery that
is not compatible with eukaryotic cell type-specific promoters,
we explored options to use VSV to induce cell type-specific
transcription by the host cell.

In rodent viral tracing studies, cell-type-specific labeling
is often achieved by combining Cre-expressing viruses and

transgenic animals carrying Cre-dependent reporter transgenes.
Given that VSV(M51R) has low cytotoxicity and is permissive
for host cell-directed gene expression, we tested whether
Cre-expressing VSV(M51R)∆G can be used to label specific
retinorecipient neuron subtypes.

Cre-expressing VSV(M51R)∆G [VSV(M51R)∆G-Cre] was
rescued in vitro from cDNA clones encoding the VSV
anti-genome (Witko et al., 2006). Amplified and purified
VSV(M51R)∆G-Cre (1 × 109 ffu/ml) was then coinjected
with lentivirus (3 × 1010) into the left retina at 3 dpf. We
used two transgenic reporter lines, vglut2a:LoxP-RFP-LoxP-GFP
(vlugt2a:LRL-GFP, Koyama et al., 2011) and gad1b:LoxP-
RFP-LoxP-GFP (gad1b:LRL-GFP, Satou et al., 2013), to label
glutamatergic (excitatory) and gabaergic (inhibitory) neurons,
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respectively. RFP is expressed by default in both lines,
and GFP is expressed when Cre excises the LoxP-RFP-
LoxP sequence. GFP expression was assessed at 2 dpi. The
ipsilateral (left) brain was used as the internal control, as
retinal projections in zebrafish brain are strictly contralateral
(Burrill and Easter, 1994).

As expected, in vglut2a:LRL-GFP animals (n = 5) we
observed robust GFP expression in the RGC arborization
fields (AFs) and cell bodies within the retinorecipient regions
(Figures 2A–A”). In contrast, in gad1b:LRL-GFP animals (n = 2),
the AFs were not labeled, and only retinorecipient cells
express GFP (Figures 2B–B”). The lack of GFP expression
in the AFs of gad1b:LRL-GFP line is consistent with RGCs
being glutamatergic. There was no GFP expression in the
ipsilateral brain in each transgenic line. Together, these
results show that TRAS-M51R with Cre permits selective
labeling of excitatory neurons or inhibitory neurons in live
animals.

Live Imaging of Calcium Dynamics in
Retinorecipient Subtypes After
TRAS-M51R Labeling
The integration of structural and functional connectivity
properties is a critical component in neural circuit analyses.
We have previously shown that TRAS labeling was suited to
map structural connectivity, but whether it is compatible with
physiological analyses has not been examined due to rapid
cell loss (Figure 1D). Given the improved cellular viability
with TRAS-M51R, we tested whether it is feasible to integrate
TRAS-M51R with functional calcium imaging to assess neural
activity.

We first examined the excitatory (glutamatergic)
retinorecipient neurons. VSV(M51R)∆G-Cre (3 × 108 ffu/ml)
and lentivirus (1 × 1011 ffu/ml) were coinjected into the
vglut2a:LoxP-RFP-LoxP-Gal4;UAS:GCaMP6s double transgenic
fish (vglut2a:LRL-Gal4;UAS:GCaMP6s). In this transgenic line,
excitatory neurons express RFP by default and GCaMP6s in
the presence of virus-transduced Cre expression. At 2–5 dpi
(5–8 dpf), live animals were presorted for GCaMP6s (green)
fluorescence, mounted in low-melting-point agarose, and
imaged under a confocal microscope. Two types of visual
stimuli were presented to the animals during imaging: moving
gratings and whole-field light flashes (see ‘‘Materials and
Methods’’ section). Overall, 71.4% of all imaged animals (10 of
14, 5–8 dpf) had GCaMP6s-positive glutamatergic neurons
that responded to visual stimulations. All animals (14 of 14,
5–8 dpf) had visual-driven activity within the AFs of the
RGC axons.

As the typical visual responsivities of many retinorecipient
brain regions are known (Baier and Wullimann, 2021), we
identified the location of TRAS-M51R labeled retinorecipient
neurons using ZBrain, a digital 3D zebrafish brain atlas (Randlett
et al., 2015). The brain region names (capitalized) are based on
the annotations in Zbrain 1.01. In one 5 dpf (2 dpi) animal,
we identified a TRAS-M51R labeled glutamatergic neuron in

1https://zebrafishexplorer.zib.de/home/

the mesencephalon, within the Tegmentum—NucMLF (nucleus
of the medial longitudinal fascicle; Neuron 1, Figures 3A–A”’).
When this animal was presented with a moving grating
stimulus (which triggers optokinetic eye movements), we found
that Neuron 1’s calcium flux peaked at the onset of grating
motion (the second and third trial of ‘‘Clockwise’’ motion)
and the end of the grating motion (‘‘Blank’’ and ‘‘Stationary’’
before and after the fourth trial of ‘‘Clockwise’’ motion). This
activity suggests that Neuron 1 is transiently tuned to changes
in whole-field motion, which is consistent with NucMLF’s
involvement in sensorimotor control and eye movements
(Walter and Shaikh, 2014). In contrast, two Dorsal Thalamus
neurons in the same animal (Neuron 2 and Neuron 3) had
weak responses to the same visual stimulus (Figures 3A–A”’).
This finding is consistent with previous findings that the
dorsal thalamus does not respond strongly to moving grating
stimuli (Baier and Wullimann, 2021). Some animals had
neurons with apparent spontaneous calcium activity (3 out of
5 at 5 dpf). In the example shown in Figures 3B–B”’, the
animal was presented with a blank white blank screen. The
neuron in the Tectum—Stratum Periventriculare region and
the Tectum—Neuropil (AF10) exhibited spontaneous calcium
flux under this uniform luminance. Robust calcium flux was
observed up to 8 dpf (5 dpi), as shown in Figures 3C–C”’.
The animal was presented with a blank white screen (60 s),
followed by 2 s light flashes. Calcium flux was seen both during
the blank and flash periods, but did not occur in a strict
event-related manner.

Next, we examined the inhibitory (gabaergic) retinorecipient
neurons using the same labeling methods and viral titers
but a different transgenic line, gad1b:LoxP-RFP-LoxP-
Gal4;UAS:GCaMP6s (gad1b:LRL::GCaMP6). At 3–4 dpi
(6–7 dpf), we found that all imaged animals (5 of 5) had
TRAS-labeled gabaergic neurons that responded to visual
stimuli. We also observed visual-driven activity in labeled
neurites within the AFs. As RGCs are not labeled in this
transgenic line, this AF-associated activity is likely derived
from TRAS-labeled retinorecipient cells. In the animal shown
in Figure 4, both moving gratings (Figure 4B) and light
flashes (Figure 4C) were presented. Neuron 1, located in
the mesencephalon, did not show calcium flux associated
with the stimulus. In contrast, Neuron 2, located in the
Dorsal Thalamus, exhibited calcium flux when presented
with both types of visual stimuli. Calcium activity of Neuron
2 appears to be amplified during luminance reduction, at
the transition from whole-field illumination (blank) to dark
(Figure 4C). This is consistent with the finding that the
zebrafish visual thalamus responds to drops in luminance
(Heap et al., 2018).

Together, we show that TRAS-M51R is compatible with
functional imaging under physiological stimuli. The visual
stimuli-associated responses are partially synchronized with the
stimulations given, reflecting certain features of those stimuli and
are generally consistent with previous zebrafish calcium imaging
studies. Notably, the integration of the Cre-dependent expression
system opens the door to the targeted labeling and recording of
specific retinorecipient cell types, as we have shown here with
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FIGURE 3 | Temporal dynamic of calcium activities in multiple conditions captured from neurons infected with VSV(M51R)∆G-Cre in
vglut2a:LRL-Gal4;UAS:GCaMP6s fish. All images shown are confocal optical sections. (A–A”’) Neurons (A’—neuron in Tegmentum—NucMLF and A”—Dorsal
Thalamus neurons) expressing GCaMP6s detected in one XY plain of the brain in a 2 dpi (5 dpf). The evoked transient calcium activity traces (Ft − F0/F0) during
whole field display of moving gratings is shown in (A”’). (B–B”’) Anterior tectal neuron (B’) and AF10 (B”), expressing GCaMP6s detected in one XY plain of the brain
in a 2 dpi (5 dpf) fish. The spontaneous transient calcium activity traces during uniform illumination (blank) is shown in (C”’). (C–C”’) Tectal neurons (C’) and AF10
(C”), expressing GCaMP6s detected in one XY plain of the brain in a 5 dpi (8 dpf) fish. The evoked transient calcium activity traces during whole-field display of 18 s
dark/2 s bright flashes is shown in (C”’). Scale bars in (A–C) are 100 µm. Scale bars in (A’,A”,B’,B”,C’,C”) are 25 µm.

the vglut2a and gad1b expressing glutamatergic and gabaergic
neurons, respectively.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we report an improved viral-based anterograde
transsynaptic neural circuit tracing method, TRAS-M51R,
which significantly improved long-term neuronal labeling
compared to the previously described TRAS method. The
apparent reduction in cytotoxicity afforded by the M51R
variant allows it to induce transgene expression in the
host cell in a Cre-dependent manner. When combined with
cell type-specific reporter lines, we could induce GFP or

GCaMP6s expression selectively in retinorecipient excitatory
and inhibitory neurons. These improvements address one of
the main limitations of TRAS, which is the high level of
cytotoxicity in both the starter cells (RGCs) and target cells
(retinorecipient cells). The selective labeling of excitatory and
inhibitory neurons with VSV(M51R)∆G-Cre also eliminates
the extensive labeling of abundant non-neuronal cells present
with TRAS.

Reducing the cytotoxicity of viral vectors is a prerequisite
to permit functional studies after neural circuit labeling.
Commonly used transsynaptic viruses such as rabies virus,
pseudorabies virus, and VSV all have notable cytotoxic effects
that prevent the normal function of neurons. Even relatively
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FIGURE 4 | Temporal dynamic of calcium activities in multiple conditions
captured from the neurons infected with VSV(M51R)∆G-Cre in
gad1b:LRL-Gal4;UAS:GCaMP6s fish. All images shown are confocal optical
sections. (A–A”) Neurons (A’—Mesencephalon neuron and A”—Dorsal
Thalamus neuron) expressing GCaMP6s detected in one XY plain of the brain
in a 3 dpi (6 dpf) fish. (B) The evoked transient calcium activity traces
(Ft − F0/F0) during the whole-field display of moving gratings. (C) The evoked
transient calcium activity traces during whole field display of 18-s dark/2-s
bright flashes. Scale bar in (A) is 100 µm. Scale bars in (A’,A”) are 25 µm.

benign viruses such as AAV can induce cell death and
alter neuronal activity and neurogenesis (Johnston et al.,
2021). Notably, a recent study has shown that a different
VSV variant (R7A mutation in the VSV-N protein) may
have reduced toxicity and enhanced anterograde spread in
mice (Lin et al., 2020). Combining the R7A and M51R
mutations may further improve VSV as a tool for combined
structural and functional neural circuit analysis. Another critical

area of future development is the specificity of the initial
infection. As the VSV glycoprotein can bind to most cell
types, TRAS-M51R is best suited to target projection neurons
that innervate more distant brain regions. An orthogonal
viral glycoprotein-membrane receptor system (e.g., EnvA-TvA)
will be needed to distinguish between initial infection and
local spread.

As with any viral neural circuit tracing method, prospective
users should consider that the efficiency and specificity of
transsynaptic spread depend on numerous factors, including
injection site, synaptic strength, viral titer, and host immune
response (Rogers and Beier, 2021). Our previous work found
that TRAS predominantly labels monosynaptic afferent
target areas (Ma et al., 2020). However, multisynaptic
spread can occasionally occur at high viral titer, likely
due to the recycling of VSV-G in the postsynaptic cell.
Thus far, we have not observed any polysynaptic spread
with TRAS-M51R, but it remains possible if higher viral
titers or immunocompromised animals were used. It
will be prudent to confirm novel connectivity findings
with alternative approaches such as electron microscopy
or neurophysiology.

In recent years, there has been rapid progress in developing
other viral vectors for zebrafish neurobiology, particularly the
use of the rabies virus for retrograde transsynaptic labeling
(Dohaku et al., 2019; Satou et al., 2021). However, only VSV
has been successfully applied for transsynaptic labeling in the
larval zebrafish, a critical stage for behavioral and functional
imaging studies. As such, the TRAS-M51R method fills a
critical need for viral neural circuit mapping tools in the
larval zebrafish.
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